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This paper deals with the need to provide science and engineering
university students with the necessary knowledge and skills to enable them to
commerci aLLze

technical or scientific

ideas.

In focussing my remarks on this limited population I do not wish to
give 1he impression that educational opportunities in the areas of technical
entrepreneurship and technological innovation management should not be

made

widely available to non-university students. All Canadians should have

an

understanding of these areasl from high sohool students to government bureau-

crats and presidents of universities and companies. It is, however, with science
and engineering student.s that we have the best opportunity to increase the rate

of flow of profitable technological innovation in

Canada.

Before proceeding any further I want to clearly define the terms

technological innovation and technical entrepreneur so that there will be

no

confusion about the type of education being described.
rrTechnological innovation is the process by which a technical idea is
transformed into a product or process which has entered the market place".

technological innovation includes such activities

Thus

as research and development;

the invention stage, and marketing, finance and production as it applies to the
l2

-2introduction into the market place of a new product or process; the commercialization stage. Hence a ittechnical innovatortr is the person who successfully
moves
p

lace

a new product or process idea through these two stages and into the market

.

'rEntrepreneurship is the process by which knowhow, capital and other
resources are blended together to establish a new businessrt.

Entrepreneurship

does not necessarily involve technological innovation and the two terms should

not be confused with each other. However, for the purposes of this paper I
am

confining my remarks to the process of combining technical ideas, capital,

managerial

knowtaow

company; what
trrlhy

and other resources to establish a technology-based

I call trtechnical entrepreneurshiptt'
an I emphasizing technology-based f irms and technological

innovation? The anewer is simple; high technology-based firms have a higher
payoff to the economy in terrns of qualiry of employment, rate of growth
export

sa

le s than do cornpanies

and

in more technologically mature industries.

Studies in both the United States and Canada have confirmed Lhis greater

benefit to an economy.
Canada must improve

its economic and educational climate to

encourage technological innovation and technical entrepreneurship. This includes

both the level of understanding of technological innovation and technical
entrepreneurship by all Canadians, and the quality of management of these

activities.
exports

ra\^r

Failure to do so will

condemn Canada

to remaining a country that

materials to rnaintain its balance of payment,s, while it imports

technically sophisticated products to maintain its populationrs standard of
living; a definition,

incidentally, of an underdeveloped country.

/t

-3Unfortunately, the role of technological innovation and in pa:rticular
high growth potential
economy

technology based companies in strengthening a modern

smal1

is at best taken for granted and at worst ignored or misunderstood

the pol it ic iaos r bureaucrat

s

by

and Canadians in general.

In Canada, many Canadian owned businesses take the attitude that there
is no need to buiilld up an innovative capability because a company can always
buy the needed technology. Indiscriminate use of continuing licence agreements

to acquire needed technology as a substitute for having an R&D division capable
of developing its own unique products or processesr can result in a

company

being dependent on foreign companies for its survival. Such dependency usually stunts
the companyts potential for growth.
At the political level, mahy politicians at both the federal and

provincial leve1 fail to see the need for incentives Lo improve the innovative
climale for

Canadian industry and as a result, fail

to provide st.rong

leadership to their bureaucrats to develop policies or programs that will

effectively encourage the private

sector to

become more

innovative.

Our

present low percent.age of our GNP spent on research and developrnent reflects
this failure.
There

is also a lack of attention paid to providing appropriate

tra ining for our t.echnical entrepreneurs and for our managers of technological
innovat ion, and thus we rely on ttinspired amateurismtr while our competitors
emp

loy trained professionals.

This lack of appreciation of Lhe need for greater understanding
and improved rnanagement of technological innovation and technioal entre-

preneurship stems in part from deficlencies in our educat.ional system.
Canadian universities and especially faculties of science and engineering,
/+

-4almost without exception, teach nothing about the cechnological innovation
process or technica I entrepreneurship; its managemeiltr and its impact on the

firm and on the countrY-

WhY

is this?

The answer is simple. They do not see a need to teach anything in
t.hese areas. There has been no pressure on them t.o provide such training,

and therefore they continue to turn out graduates with arrsubsidiary employmenttl

mentality; a graduate that is ill-equipped to manage or introduce technical
change or to argue effectively

for technological innovation when it is

warranted to ensure the long-term survival of the company'
The last thing the graduates of our universities are equipped by their

extensive technical training to do, is start their own business based on their
own

technical ideas; to be entrepreneurs.
fs the need for such training recognized either inside universities

or in the business world? In L975 T conducted a survey of Deans of Science

and

Engineering, to det.ermine their views on having courses on technological
innovation management included in their faculty curricula.

generally negative to this suggestion. At the

same

The response was

time I surveyed businessmen

about the need for training in the area of technological innovation management;

either at universicy or later.

This time the response was generally positive,

as illusLrated by the following

comments:

rr... Canadian supervisors and managers in our research laboratorieF
should be better educated and trained in management of research'tr(Clarke,1975)
trthere is a very serious lack of university training in management and
business for scientif ic peopletr' ('Clarke, I975).

Earlier studies of the need for

R&D management

training by P.E. Gishler

(1973) and by J.R. Nininger and K.s. Palda (L974) of Queenrs University

reinforced my findings.

...15
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In the area of entrepreneurship, a study by I.A. Litvak

and

C.J. Maule (L972) found thatr?only a few of the technical entrepreneurs
possessed general rnanagement expertise comparable to their technical skills'r.

This result was also found in another study of smali high technology businesses
in

Canada

by R.M. Knighr and J.C.

Lemmon

(1978) of the University of Western

Ontario. They suggested Lhat "business schools, engineering schools
science programs should be encouraged to provide courses on starting

and
and

operating a sma1l independent business with a minilmum requirement that each

technical student has a project on operating his own business during his
technical $pogram". Dr. M.C. de Malherbe (1976), presently Dean of Engineering
at Carleton University,

recommended

in a position paper on industry-university

cooperation that Lechnical training should be supplemented with the teaching

of business

management.j.

In a sLudy of technology transfer from federal government laboratories
to small high technology companies, M.J.C. Martin et al (f978)

recornrnended

educat.ional programs concerned with technological innovation management

that

and

entrepreneurship should be established for novice t.echnical entrepreneurs.
They also felt

that t'a1l governmenL

R&D

staff should be given formal education

in the process of technological innovationrr.
More conclusive evidence that there is a need for supplementing the

technical training of science and engineering university students comes from
a recent workshop held at York University in September of 1979. Called the
T.I.M.E. for

Canada Workshop

with T.I.M.E. standing for Technological

Innovation Management Education, the Workshop attracted Deans of Engineering,
Science and Business as well as presidents and senior managers from business.
/o
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Prior to the Workshop a questionnaire was sent out to over
busineSs
pre l

40O

people in

r university and government. Over

150

replies were received.

lys i s of some o f the hypothe

se s

and

irninary

ana

ques t

A

ions on the questionnaire

revealed the fbllowing:

of the total respondents agreed with the hypothesis that'rscientific
and technical university graduates in Canada are not being adequately
prepared f or emp loyment in industrytr with 26% of these specifically
focusing on the areas of business knowledge or att.itude. By sectort
67% of the industrial respondents agreed with the hypothesis whiLe 42%
of university respondents agreed.
6L%

Typi.cal comments from those agreeing with the above hypothesis were:

- 'tI agree. In too many cases professors lecture from textbooks and
lecture notes rather than from experience. There are two underlying
reasons for this. Firstly, too few staff hhve been gainfully employed
as engineers. Secondly, many are either doing no research or are doing
research which is of a scientific rather than an engineering nature.
Furthermore, faculties tend to be far too inward looking with too little
involvement with local and national indusLry."
are adequately
- I'If their goal is industrial R&D with large companies they
trained - the company environment and training programs cien fill in the
deficiencies. Howevsr, they are not adequately trained if they are to
become involved with the entire process of innovat.ion - they have little
appreciation of how a business is run, tend to directly relate technical
achievement to market acceptance and have little appreciation that
applied research is different from academic research - in content,
attitude & PurPose.rt
It was apparent from Lhe replies that businessmen from smaller high
technology companies had a greater dissatisfaction with university graduates

than those from large technology based companies.

the total respondents agreed with the hypothesis that I'Business
courses should be made compulsory in the curriculum of science and
engineering studentsr', while an additional 27% considered that such
courses should be electives only. In other words, 66% of the respondent,s
considered that such courses should be made available at least on an
elective basis. By sector, 64% of industrial respondent.s and 74% of
university respondents considered that such courses be made available
at least on an elective basis.
Unfortunately, no distinction was made between technological innovation
managemenL courses and entrepreneurship courses and this would have, I
believe, made a difference in the reaction to whet.her courses should be
elective or compulsory.
39% of.

-tArnong

the supportive

comments were

the following:

rrAgree. More |timplementation of ideasrr is important, and not only
in the business courses! T have no argument with I-2 business
courses being compulsory, but any more than that should be by
choice. Furthermore, if the courses are just some typical first
year Commerce courses, then the concept is useless. They should
be geared to the problems of an entrepreneur.tl
to
"I think a few compulsory courses of this type would be usefulmain
presenL to all science and engineering students some of the
aspects of business problems. Many students will have primarily
technical interests and should not be forced to take large numbers
of non-technical courses. Optional courses should be avalhable to
those with particular interestsin business areas. I think a co-op
approach with on-the-job involvement in business affairs as well as
t.echnical problems is very worthwhile.'l
The third hypothesis dealt with the statement that the most qualified

persons to instruct univers ity student s about technological
ment were practitioners

innovation manage-

from the private sector. Less than one in three

respondents from both the industrial and university sectors agreed with this

hypothesis. The biggest objection to the use of practitioners was that their
teaching.,ability was suspect. Furthermore, the question of how many practitfoners
would be willing to teach was also raised.

Most

seemed

to feel that professors

should bring in successful practitioners from the private sector as guest

lecturers.
rrNoL

Some

of t.he more interesting

comments were as f ol lows:

necessarily. While business pract.itioners would be likely

Lo

make a valuable input, there is a danger that they may concentrate
too much on what has been or is being done rather than providing a
framework which the student can use i.n dealing wit.h problems in the

future. The fact thaL a practitioner is doing (or has done) something doesn't mean that he understands why it is working' nor that
he can communicate what he has done to ot.hers in a framework that
will prove useful. Furthermore, unless there is an abundance of
good practitioners, it is probably not a wise use of resourc€s.rt
trI agree most enthusiaslically with this statement. One additional
concept which I consider important is t.hat the ttpract.itioners'lfrom
the private sectorrr have a track record of success. I have seen
evidence of unsuccessful practitioners, apparently qualified by
their years of industrial experience, but promulgating ineffectual
business principles. I'

. /B

-8Two items on

the questionnaire called for Lhe respondents to suggest

topics for general business courses, and technological innovation management
courses. The result. was the generation of two distinct lists of topics
showing that at least some of t.he respondents knew the difference between

general business courses and courses concerned with the management of Lechnological
innovation.
As a result of the Workshop, several Deans of Science and Engineering

are seriously considering adopting courses on technical entrepreneurship and
technological innovation management int.o their regular technical course
offerings.

FortunaLely at the present time, the Technological Innovation

Studies program of the Department of Industry' Trade and Commerce is making

available course development grants lo encourage the development and presentation
of courses on technical entrepreneurship and Lechnological innovation

management

to science and engineering students.
In case you believe that the views of students have been neglected,
the fact is that where such courses have been offered in Canada and the U.S.,
they have been well attended. A good example of this is Dr. Don Scottfs course

at the University of Waterloo which is designed to provide engineering students
with a basic understanding of how to start a technology based business.

Demand

is so great that only half the students who want to take the course can be
accommodat.ed. Even with this restriction,

class sizes are in the neighbourhood

of.75 students. Incidentally, Dr. Scott, along with R.M. Blair, have just
recently published a text book for the course entitled t'The Technical Entrepreneurr?
Those who have read

it highly

recommend

it.
le
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I

be I

and practicing

ieve I have presented a strong

ca

se tha t educat ion for prospect ive

innovators and entrepreneurs i s needed but by what mechani sm?

There are two main options which are not mutually exclusive t.hat

universities can adopt.
The first

and easiest option is for faculties of engineering'

science and business to cooperate and develop and present at least two crediE

courses; one in technological innovation management and the other in technical
entrepreneurship at the undergraduate leve1. These two courses should

be

general overview courses designed to acquaint the student with a basic understanding of the areas. Extension night courses could also be developed.
Based on a topic survey conducted by the Innovation Management

Institute of Canada Ln I976, the course on technological innovation

management

should cover such topics as:

- Project Evaluation and Selection
- Economics of Technological Innovation
- Technological Forecasting
- Determinants of Successful Technological lnnovation
- Technology Transfer: Intraorganizational and Interorganizational
- Assessing Technical and Commercial Risk
- Marketing New Products or Processes
- Planning, Controlling and Scheduling
- Supervision and Motivation of

R&D

Activities

R&D Personnel

Canadian Climate for Technological Innovation

I believe that such a course should be compulsory for all science,
engineering and bus ine s s student

s.

lLo
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The overview course on technical entrepreneurship which 1 believe

should be an elective course should cover such topics as:

- Venture Capital Acquisition; Initial

and Subsequent Financ ing

- Preparing a Business Plan
- Marketing for the Sma1l Technology Based Company
- Financial

Management

Characteristics of Successful Entrepreneurs
Evaluating a Prospective Business
Personnel Management

Taxation and Government Regulation

Acquiring a PatenL
- Legal Aspect,s of Establishing and Operating a Small High Technology
Business, Incltiding Incorporation Procedures
1f a university was interested, further in-depth courses or short
seminars could be developed on any one of the topics.

One

of the key findings

of the T.I.M.E. Workshop referred to earlier in this paper was that the
professors presenting the courses should make liberal use of guest lecturers
from the private sector, especially for the entrepreneurship course.

The

professor provides the anchor for rhe management theory and skills while the
guest entrepreneur or innovator who illustrates

a success story provides the

necessary role model; he/ she reinforces the entrepreneurial or innovaLive

attitudes latent in the students and provides motivation.

This contribution

of having a successful entrepreneur or innovator meeting with the student.s
cannot be overemphasized; entrepreneurship, in particular,

is contagious if

entrepreneurial students are exposed to a live pracCicing technical
entreDreneur.

IIL
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of the university and its faculty is to establish an industrial innovation
centre.
An fndustrial Innovation Centre has three objectives.

The first,

to stimulate an increase in the quantity and quality of technological
innovation carried out in Canada in the form of new products or processest
or new businesses based on them, the second to make greater use of the
resources contained in the university in strengthening the performance

of sma1l and medium sized Canadian technology-based businesses and in
evaluating and commerciaLizi-Ag inventions from private inventors,

and

third, to encourage and expand technology-based companies.
Servi

ce s

These objectives are accomplished by the industrial

innovation

centre offering the following services and undertaking the following
acti.vities:
1. Increase the knowledge and practical ski11s of prospective
entrepreneurs by sponsoring the development and presentation of
speciaLized courses in entrepreneurship and technological innovation

to engineering, science, business or other degree seeking students
and shorL courses or workshop sessions to non-university trstudentstr.
The uni.versity courses, both theory and laboratory, should be credit

ceurses so that the students can ttaffordtr to take them. These courses
would develop the studentfs basic understanding of the innovation/

entrepreneurship process and his skills in prob,lem solving

and

analvsis under real time business condicions.
/12
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sized technology-based Canadian companies,

students, faculty, or individuals in the

communit.y

with speciaLized

advice and assistance in the technical development and conunercialization

of inventions and technical ideas and to help them either expand

an

exist.ing business through new product or process development, or to

start up a new business, and in so doing provide innovation centre
students with live trhands ontt experience in overcoming actual problems
faced by innovators or entrepreneurs.

Provide innovators and entrepreneurs with a link with research

and

development resources resident in universities'

4. Conduct research on and become a centre of expertise in entrepreneurship, the technological innovation process and the teaching of these
areas.

This specialtzed assistance referred to in the second objective might
offered in three stages: the first

be

stage being a preliminary evaluation

both commercially and technically to identify those five or six ideas out
of one hundred that are worth pursuing. This service, for which a nominal
fee would be charged, would be similar to that already being offered by the

Universitv of Waterloo and the innovation center at the Universit.y of Oregon.
The second stage would involve a more in-depth evaluation which

could include a limited market or technical study. This stage would involve
entrepreneurially minded students as part of their "hands ontr training.
fee for this further service, which would involve

some

The

expenditure by the

centre, might be a percentage of future royalties, or a percent.age of stock,
or bonds in a new company if the client wishes to start a company around the

113
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idea. If the stage two evaluation of the idea or invention remains positive,
the client might be offered a third stage of assistance which might involve
the centre investing trseedrt money into the idea/invenLion so that it is
more presentable to a venture capitalist.

The third stage assistance would also include assisting the client

to prepare a detailed business plan. For Lhis final stage of assistance' the
centre would charge an additional amount in terms of either a percentage of

future sales in the case of a licence or a percenrage of stock or bonds in the
case of a new company.

One

point that should be emphasized is that the industrial innovation

centres should nol unnecessarily duplicate any existing loca1 services to
entrepreneurs, businessmen or inventors but should try to act as a local agent.

for such services, if that is possible. The centres will endeavour to

become

comprehensive assistance centres for technology-based firms or inventors.

An important aspect of these centres is who would control them.
Although che industrial

innovation centres must work very closely with a host

university and, in particular, with the faculties of engineering, science

and

business, the centres should not be controlled by their hosl university.

One

important lesson that can be learned from observing the American experience
with their innovation centres is that the centres should be, from the beginning,
federally incorporated non-profit entities.

There are four

ma

in

rea sons

for thi

s:

114
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The centres should have as much independent decision making authority

as possible and be free of the bureaucracy and reward structure of

the host university.
)
/-a

Since the centres are dealing with business matters they should have

the protection of limited liability.
As a separat.ely in@orporated entity they are more likely to adopt

a

business outlook for the centre activities.
4. The centre will

be free to recommend any source of assistance or

help in the community or in Canada, for that matter, and not be tied
to anv one source.

The Board of Directors of a centre shouJd be a working Board with

most of the Directors being people who have actually gone through the process

of starting a high technology-based business or of launching a new product or
process. Other Board members should be drawn from government and academia.
The Board of Directors must have a strong influence on the operating policies

of the centre, ensuring that the activities

of the centre are directed toward

the practical needs of both students and industrial clients in the region.

Whereas

the first

option of simply presenting courses would

be

evaluated on the basis of the number of students taking the courses, the

Industrial Innovation Centrers performance should be judged by the following
criteria:
Number and

sales value of new products or processes successfully

developed.
2. Number of successful new businesses started.

3. Number of jobs created or saved.
4. Nurnber of businesses assisted, with the economic results documented.

/rs
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Number

of university graduates, who have taken centre courses, involved

in sma1l technology-based businesses after graduation.
6.

Number

of students taking centre courses.

7.

Number

of seminars or workshops presented to businessmen in the community.

B. Number of research reports on technological innovation and entrepreneurship produced and published;

and

9. The degree to which the centre is moving towards becoming self-financing.

Conc lu

s

ion

I would like to conclude by saying that Canadian universities

have

an import,ant role to play in increasing the publicrs awareness of the impact

of technological innovation on lhe
management

economy and

in improving the quality of

of technological innovation and technical entrepreneurship. If

they fail t.o accept, this role as part of their educational mandate, if they
maintain their aloofness from the business world, then I would predict a very
gloomy future for Canada. Universities must face the realities

of the 1980's

not act as if t.his was thd 188Ors. They must be a contributor to the educational
needs of tomorrows industrial

scientists and engineers not yesLerdays.
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